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Background

• An incident within the work place highlighted the need to 

redefine professional boundaries regarding social media. 

• How do we effectively caution parents and families about the 

potential privacy issues associated with Social media, when 

connecting with families and friends is so important for 

support, particularly with an infant in the NICU? 
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Aim

to effectively inform parents to seek consent before 

uploading photos and videos and to be mindful and 

cautious  when using social media, 

Indirectly remind staff about their own professional 

boundaries and code of conduct
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Objectives

1 To develop a cost effective learning tool for families and all staff that directly 

informs and indirectly cautions about the use of social media.

2 To raise awareness and to advise parents and families about the importance of 

seeking consent before posting photos and videos to social media and to 

explain the rationale behind staff not accepting friend requests or joining  

Facebook Groups created for sharing infant progress.

3 To raise awareness and provide a cautionary alert staff about code of 

conduct professional boundaries and potential negative consequences 

of social media.
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Why there is  a need for protecting privacy?
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Who is affected most by a posting to a social media platform and why does it matter?

The infant           Online identity and information shared is permanent. 

Respect the infant has a right to privacy. 

Staff                    Must practise within  our Code of Conduct and maintain Professional         

Boundaries.       

The hard  to grasp fact is that every nurse is responsible for selling the  

profession and maintaining public trust and confidence with crystal clear transparency .those blurred lines 

between private and public life area accessible for ruthless scrutiny.

The parents         Raise their  awareness  about  the  potential negative consequences and         

unscrupulous recipients of information. Photos and videos 

The word Sharenting has evolved as an accepted descriptor for parents who over 

share on social media.
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Who bears the cost of providing social media guidelines?

It is the DHB responsibility to educate staff and inform parents 

about Respect , consent  and privacy

It is our responsibility to know our 

professional boundaries and

code of conduct
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NZNO Social media guidelines 

Code of conduct

Duty of care

Be careful about what you say 

and how you say it
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Poster Design Goals

Direct

Inform parents about hospital policy 

regarding the need for consent and respect 

of privacy.

Inform parents and remind nurses about 

Code of Conduct and Professional 

Boundaries for nurses.
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Indirect  informative educational poster

Uses succinct prose to effectively caution about social media 

privacy and the need for consent 

Uses Photos that intrigue and engage. Images that convey 

permanence.

Advocates for the rights of the infant to privacy and for 

parents to be  the custodians of their child’s privacy

Reminds and explains why Professional boundaries and 

Code Of Conduct  must be met
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Only SHARE

With

those who 

CARE
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Take home messages

Check your privacy settings on all your social media 
platforms

Review NZNO social media guidelines 

Mind Your Digital footprint and only Share with those 
who Care
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